THE CAREER
SUCCESS
PROGRAMME
3 OR 6 MONTHS

WOULD YOU LOVE TO BE ABLE TO ADVANCE YOUR CAREER AND
MAKE AN IMPACT IN YOUR ROLE FROM DAY ONE?
This programme is for you if you are:
· Concerned about how to rapidly make an impact & be successful in your new role/company.
· Worried about how to break through to the inner circle and forge relationships with key people.
· Unsure of how to get the best out of people and build a high performing team.
· Lacking clarity about what your personal Leadership style and purpose are.
· Aware there are issues that you are not addressing well in your new leadership role.

HOW THIS PROGRAMME
WILL BENEFIT YOU:

You’ll have a clear
action plan and the
confidence to make an
impact & be successful.

You’ll feel confident in
your leadership skills,
able to act quickly on
“little embers” and deal
with challenging behaviour
of others.

You’ll learn tips and
techniques to enhance
your reputation as a
strong and authentic
leader.

You’ll become known in
wider circles and be valued
and recognised by key
players in your company.

You’ll become a
trusted ally and sought
after for your opinion
by key players.

You’ll have clarity on
your short and
long term future and a
set of steps to achieve
the career trajectory
that you want.

You’ll be clear on
how to use your
network to further
support your success.

Here’s what new leaders will receive on the programme:
• 6 [12] coaching sessions 1:1 for 90mins (every 2 weeks).
• Hogan Personality assessment and in-depth feedback on results.
• Adult learning worksheets on relevant topics.
• Support in between sessions via email & phone
Topics covered:
Get yourself ready

Deal with setbacks and obstacles

Plan your learning

Build your team

Assessing your situation and how to approach it

Build alliances

Negotiate success

Establish credibility

Secure early wins

Look after yourself

NEXT STEPS
Book in a complimentary 30min session to
discuss your needs and any questions you have:

TESTIMONIALS
“Caroline has been my trusted partner as I’ve transitioned into a bigger
leadership role at my company. The big wins for me from our coaching
has been increased confidence, improved ability to deal with stress and
gaining new mechanisms to resolve frustrating situations. Caroline has an
uncanny ability to step back and look at the big picture and the future
consequences as well as diving into the details and helping me resolve
tactical issues that are getting in the way of my success. As a result of our
coaching I have learnt a lot about myself and I am now better able to
adapt myself and my style to different people, situations and pressures.
I really appreciate and value Caroline’s pragmatism as well as her deep
understanding and knowledge of Financial Services and what it takes to
be successful in such a dynamic environment.

Payal Dalal, Senior Vice President, Mastercard
“Caroline is a talented and highly effective coach. She strikes a perfect
balance between active listening, with thoughtful and subtle questions,
and well-judged interventions. It's a finely judged combination that
helped me break through a few times when I was stuck. Caroline
combines her coaching skills with a wealth of real-world knowledge:
she understands how the workplace actually works and can draw
insights from her own experiences as well as helping you reach your own.”

Alex Robinson, Managing Director, Hubbub.
“As my Executive Coach, Caroline has become a really trusted ally,
someone who supports me and challenges me. Caroline has a great skill
for getting me to see things from another perspective and I leave every
session with a clear set of actions and motivated to achieve them.
Caroline’s commercialism and understanding of the corporate and
leadership world add huge value to our sessions and enables us to
quickly get to the heart of the issues. Through her HR experience she
has a thorough knowledge of how relationships are built and maintained
and what life is like for a leader, all of which I’ve found very beneficial.
I would highly recommend Caroline for anyone who is looking to make an
impact in their career or who needs a partner to help navigate their
leadership challenges.”

Oliver Harvey, Director, Deloitte

caroline@madisonleadership.com

